No man was sent to remove them. When the students began to strike, the university the students, who by the time, according to de la Luz, had generated considerable popular support from the workers in the city, staged a general demonstration in the town, the central square of the city.

Censorship
During this entire period it was difficult for all the people concerned to keep up with events with any accuracy.

MEXICAN STUDENT RELATES VIOLENCE OF SUMMER RIOTS

By Charles Mann

The near revolution that took place last summer in Mexico City was described in a "Viewpoint" seminar held Tuesday. The story of events was presented by Ricardo de la Luz, a member of the Mexican National Student Committee. The viewpoint was presented in the audience of students who had actually lived under the regime of our friendly neighbor. The story he told was one of the "political oppression" of students, workers and peasants who have tried to organize to present what de la Luz called democratic reforms.

De la Luz described the events that brought the battle about as being a series of demonstrations held around July 26 to protest against governmental in general. The government's reaction to these demonstrations was to arrest those involved. This led to further demonstrations protesting the treatment of political prisoners who were thrown into jail (what de la Luz judged to be) purely political grounds.

A number of callers were held and a sufficiently large number of students were summoned to get control of the university until the army (about 5,000 men) was sent to remove them. When the students began to strike, the university the students, who by this time, according to de la Luz, had generated considerable popular support from the workers in the city, staged a general demonstration in the town, the central square of the city.
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